Some remarks are made on the use of the Abadie constraint qualification, the Guignard constraint qualifications and the Guignard regularity condition in obtaining weak and strong Kuhn-Tucker type optimality conditions in differentiable vector optimization problems.
Introduction
In discussing a gap between multiobjective optimization and scalar optimization (a gap first pointed out by Wang and Yang [1] ), Aghezzaf and Hachimi [2] state that "in multiobjective optimization problems, many authors have derived the first-order and second-order necessary conditions under the Abadie constraint qualification, but never under the Guignard constraint qualification". This deserves some comments. Indeed, some authors have proposed a suitable Guignard-Gould-Tolle constraint qualification (it would be better to speak of "GuignardGould-Tolle regularity condition", as it involves also the objective function, besides the constraint functions) in order to obtain a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type multiplier rule for a Pareto optimization problem.
For example, Maeda [3] considers the following Pareto optimization problem 
is the Bouligand tangent cone or contingent cone to at Definition 2) and Indeed, in the above constraint qualification (better: regularity condition) the inclusion means in fact equality.
 
x . However, this greater generality is only apparent, as it is true that for any cone
Relation (1) obviously is equivalent to the inconsiste  for or, equivalently, for ncy of the inequality 
It is well-known that this cone is closed, but not necessarily convex (see, e.g., Aubin and Frankowska [9] , Bazaraa and Shetty [10] ).
It can be proved that if 0 x is a local weak optimal point for (vop), then we have the relation (see, e.g., Bigi ([11] , Corley [12] , Giorgi and Zuccotti [13] , Staib [14] )
i.e. the system
has no solution
One may wonder if the system (3) (for ) is also inconsistent for [15] ). is the "gap", with reference to a result of Guignard to which the title of the paper of Wang and Yang in its turn makes reference.
This note is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we give short proofs of the weak KuhnTucker type necessary timization problem with both ineq nstraints, under the Abadie constraint qualification, and of the strong Kuhn-Tucker type conditions, for the same problem, under a Guignard regularity condition.
In Section 3 we make some further comments on the said "gap" between scalar optimization problems and vector optimization problems.
The conclusions are briefly expounded in Section 4.
First Order Necessary Constraint Qualification, Guignard
The feasible set of (vop) is, from now on, specified by quality and equality constraints. More precise nsider the problem
neighborhood of the feasib is continuously differen neighborhood of x 0 . We de m are differentiable at least in a le point x 0 , and tiable at least i 
We are now rea in a short wa dy to prove y a Fritz John-type optimality condition for (vop) 1 .
Lemma 2.
Suppose that the Jacobian matrix
 be a local weak Pareto optimal point fo the system r (vop) 1 
has no solution Proof. Apply Lemma 1 to the optimality condition (3). 
Proof.
If the gradients , are linearly pendent, just set , has been obtained by Lin [18] and by Singh [19] ; however, their proofs work only if 0 x is a weak Pareto optimal point for (vop) 1 , and not a local weak Pareto optimal point. The flaw is corr ed in Marusciac [20] ; s ect ee also the errata corrige of Singh [19] , who, however, does not justify his rectification; see also the paper of Wang [21] , more specific on this point. We give here a simple proof of the result of Wang.
Definition 3.
The constraint set M satisfies the Abadie constraint qualification (acq) at
Due to relation 1) of Lemma 1, the (acq) can be writte lusion n also as an inc
Singh [19] claims that his version, as an inclusion, of the (acq) is more general than the one proposed by M Let arusciac [20] as an equality. 
has no so Applying t rnative, we get the following (weak) Karush-KuhnTucker-type multiplier rule for (vop) 1 . (6) and (7) hold.
As the cone (6) and (7), where 0   in (5), we have to impose som dition, where also the objective function is considered. We prefer, in this case, of regularity conditions, instead of constraint qualificati e con to speak ons. The condition considered by Maeda [3] and reported in the Introduction of the present paper, is therefore a regularity condition. For other regularity conditions for (vop) 1 and their relationships, see also Jimenez and Novo [4] and Giorgi and Zuccotti [7] .
We now consider a slightly modified version of the Guignard regularity condition proposed by the above authors. See also Bigi [11] .
is the set of all feasible points, which do not allow 0 x to en be a weak minimum point for (vop) 1 
, (6) and (7) 2) for all
has solution the fo (see Maciel, Santos and Sottosanto [24] , Giorgi and Zuccotti [7] ). 3. Again on the "Gap" bet Scalar Problems and Vecto P r roblems
We have described in the Introduction the "gap" occurring between scalar and vector optimization problems, generated by the use of the classical Guignard-GouldTolle constraint qualification. We have also mentioned this "gap" in the previous section. An obvious sufficient condition to remove this "gap" is that the cone   
